Few films in the history of American cinema caused more intense critical discussion and greater emotional debate than Arthur Penn’s *Bonnie and Clyde*. This provocative portrayal of Depression-era life on the run, delivered with visual panache and a hip sensibility, ushered in what came to be categorized as “the New American Cinema.” Focusing on a story set in the 1930s, yet clearly fashioned to resonate with the countercultural tenor of the 1960s, the film remains compelling for today’s viewers by virtue of its central love story and inevitable tragedy, its subversive statement and its sympathetic connection to the communal impulse. This volume includes freshly commissioned essays by leading scholars of Arthur Penn’s work, as well as contributions from Penn himself and scriptwriter David Newman. They analyze the cultural history, technical brilliance, visual strategies, and violent imagery that marked *Bonnie and Clyde* as a significant turning point in American cinema.

Lester D. Friedman teaches humanities at the SUNY Health Science Center and film at Syracuse University. He writes about multicultural issues, medical humanities, British film and culture, and American cinema.
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Matthew Bernstein (Emory University) teaches film studies and directs the graduate program at Emory University. He is the author of Walter Wanger: Hollywood Independent and the coeditor of Visions of the East: Orientalism in Film. His reviews and articles have appeared in a variety of books and journals, including Wide Angle and Film Quarterly. With the urban historian Dana White, he is currently researching a history of movie-going across the color line in Atlanta.

Steven Alan Carr (Indiana University and Purdue University at Fort Wayne) teaches courses in film, mass media, and interactive multimedia. His book The Hollywood Question, which explores the accusation of Jewish control over Hollywood, is forthcoming from Cambridge University Press. His article on The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour won first place in the 1991 Society for Cinema Studies essay contest and was subsequently published in Cinema Journal.
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Arthur Penn (director) began his career in live television and eventually directed shows for The Colgate Comedy Hour, The Philco-Goodyear Playhouse, and Playhouse 90. Penn has directed both Broadway shows and Hollywood films, and his
illustrious career has spanned four decades (see Filmography). He also created the Actors’ Studio Free Theater in New York City, an organization devoted to presenting plays out of the commercial mainstream, and currently serves as its director.
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